
First-Class School Bus Features: 
  
Name:_________________________________________________________________  Period:___________________ 

Instructions:  Now that you’ve practiced writing memorable details about one feature found on your first-class school 

bus, you will draft a script that would provide the narration for an imaginary video that would showcase FIVE DIFFERENT 

FEATURES of your first-class school bus.  Use this handout to help you plan out the order that your five features will be 

discussed, and use it to plan a structure for your script before you start drafting it on your own paper.   When drafting, 

please be sure to create a new paragraph for each of your different features that are described with details and voice. 

___________________________________________________________ 

 

“Welcome aboard _______________________________________________  School Bus Lines.    

Order of topics to write about in my 
narration/script: 

A memorable word or detail I’ll use in 
this section of my script: 

Suggested transition for your draft as 
you leave this part and start the next: 

“Welcome to First Class” (intro)  “Now let’s take a closer look at…” 

Feature 1: 

 

 “In addition to [this feature], you will 
also find a…” 
 
Or…? 

Feature 2: 

 

 “But we don’t stop there.  Let’s take a 
look at [the next feature]…” 
 
Or...? 

Feature 3:  “If it’s comfort you’re looking for, then 
go no further than [next feature]…” 
 
Or...? 

Feature 4: 

 

 “Still not convinced?  Come here and 
take a look at this [next feature]…” 
 
Or...? 

Feature 5: 

 

 “If you didn’t see a feature today that 
appealed to you, just ask.  We love to 
make our customers happy.” 
 
Or...? 

“Thanks for taking the tour” 
(conclusion) 

  

Once planned or structured, you can start writing your draft on your own piece of paper. 

Try to use a quality and memorable detail with each of your script’s five features… 
Three:  My details are unique and—
after hearing them—memorable. I 
haven’t used too many details. 

Two:  My details are more average 
than unique and—after hearing 
them—not many are memorable.  

One:  My details tell about the feature 
I am describing, but I don’t try to show 
my reader anything memorable 

“3” detail sentence:  Our smooth-
gliding and silent dish rack allows 
users to load coffee cups and 
saucepans stealthily in the night. 

“2” detail sentence:  Our state-of-the-
art dishwasher has a new kind of rack 
for your dishes that is built to last 
years and years from now. 

“1” detail sentence:  Our new 
dishwasher has a rack that you can 
put dishes on for washing and 
cleaning. 

 


